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• A unique learning 
environment that 
encourages tinkering, 
play, and open-ended 
exploration for all
- Laura Fleming
Maker Workshop, 
University of SC
What is in a Name? 
Spaces
“Makerspaces and the collaborative design and making 
activities they support have generated interest in diverse 
educational realms.” 
– Sheridan et. al. (2014). Learning in the Making: A 
Comparative Study of Three Makerspaces. Harvard 
Educational Review, 84(4), 505-531.
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Mobile Making
“I liken a mobile makerspace to a food truck. A mobile 
makerspace can go to the patron instead of waiting for the 
patron to arrive. Food trucks, like mobile makerspaces, 
depend on demand and social media advertising.”
- Craddock, Ida Mae. (2015). Makers on the move: A 
mobile makerspace at a comprehensive high school. 
Library Hi Tech, 33(4), 497-504.
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Projects
“Libraries are particularly well suited to support the creators in 
their community with a built-in audience.”
- Williams, Beth & Folkman, Michelle. (2017). Librarians 
as makers. Journal of Library Administration, 57(1), 17-
35.
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Accessibility
“Accessible “making” at the library can enrich the lives of people 
who are differently abled in many ways, allowing them to create 
items to improve their world, have fun, and identify hobby and 
career possibilities.”
- Klipper, Barbara. (2014). Making makerspaces work for 
everyone: Lessons in accessibility. Children and Libraries, 
12(3), 5-6. 
Creating maker experiences or making 
for 
■ Visually Impaired
■ Hearing Impaired
■ Mobility Impairments (Wheelchair, Walker, Cane, etc)
■ Cognitive Impairments
■ Autism
■ Cerebral Palsy
(For a more detailed list please see ADA.Gov)
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Hearing Impairment
Setting Up Your Makerspace
■ Facebook, Yahoo, Google has visually impaired employees to aid in accessibility 
issues on their sites. In other words, ask the experts. Show a video of your layout, 
get feedback
■ Have instructions in multiple formats (Written, demo, video, braille)
■ Make space layout wheelchair/walker friendly
■ Be very aware of music/noise for autism spectrum guests
■ Have outputs in a variety of formats (visual, tactile, auditory, taste)
■ Your makerspace is ready for any audience, it may just need a few tweaks to be 
universally designed, to be inclusive for all
Training/Education
“Makerspace professional development should help 
educators/teacher librarians understand the educational rationale 
for having a makerspace, and provide curricular tie-ins to illustrate 
how making can integrate with classroom activities.”
- Oliver, Kevin M. (2016). Professional development 
considerations for makerspace leaders, part one: 
Addressing what and why.  TechTrends, 60, 160-166.
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Information Literacy
“How can young people’s experiences as makers go beyond 
product-oriented activities focused on procedural “how to do 
it” learning, to include notions of reflection, critique, 
assessment, agency in relation to the technology that they 
make?”
- Bowler, Leanne, & Champagne, Ryan. (2016). Mindful makers: 
Question prompts to help guide young peoples’ critical  technical 
practices in maker spaces in libraries, museums, and community-based 
organizations. Library and Information Science Research, 38, 117-124. 
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Apply the Knowledge!
Use 
Ethically
How do we ethically run a maker 
learning space?
■ Educate our patrons
■ Practice by example
■ Communicate
■ Signage
■ User agreements (especially public, many examples)
“unless young people are willing to face the unfamiliar they 
cannot be creative in any sense, for creativity always 
means the doing of the unfamiliar, the breaking of new 
ground. It is from this creative element, which we should 
be stimulating now, that all the new ideas of the future will 
come.”
Eleanor Roosevelt: Tomorrow is Now, 1963, Harper & Row
Questions?
Heather Moorefield-Lang
moorefield-lang@sc.edu
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www.techfifteen.com
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